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In a volume on 'People, texts and artefacts', the place of the body as a site of cultural transmission might seem all too obvious. The movement of Norman people (mainly, but not exclusively, men) from one part of Europe to another, and the relationship between these migrants and the existing populations of the regions they colonised, has of course generated considerable scholarship on the marital and other relationships that commingled Norman bodies with native ones and produced new blended communities that were more or less 'Norman', with military, legal, marital and cultural identities to match. This chapter, however, considers the body as a text, to be read and interpreted by onlookers as a result of its appearance, actions or movement; and as an artefact, something acted upon and/or visibly changed by others. It will explore the shared culture of bodily motifs in Norman texts, and examine how such categories are useful for questioning accepted views of the Normans introducing 'new' bodily practices to the regions they conquered.

Surprisingly, given the impact within Norman studies of feminist and gendered approaches, there has been relatively little discussion of Norman responses to and uses of the body. This despite the fact that historiography on the medieval body and its meanings has grown exponentially from the 1980s onwards, driven in large part by feminist scholarship interested in exploring mainly women’s relationships, physical and spiritual, to their own bodies and that of Christ. This in turn led to some work on the body and masculinity in medieval culture. Whether Norman studies were rather less receptive to such research
themes, focusing more on the political and structural changes brought about by Norman conquest, or whether later medieval texts simply offer more material to study this topic, the Norman body is still a neglected subject for investigation.\(^7\) Norman masculinity, however, has featured as a subject for study, and attention has notably been paid to the motif of effeminacy directed towards prominent figures such as Robert Curthose and William Rufus, which I do not propose to revisit here.\(^8\) Instead, this chapter will explore the political messages encoded in Norman texts’ references to bodies, physical and metaphorical, of the male elite classes, including Norman leaders in northern and southern Europe. It will feature references to bodily appearance, physical actions, and stories of corporal punishment and destruction in Norman texts.

The phrase ‘Norman texts’ requires precise definition. It is taken to mean any narrative account of Norman history written by a Norman, or by a non-Norman under Norman rule. Thus, famous descriptions of Norman bodies such as the Byzantine author Anna Komnena’s lingering account of Robert Guiscard, which showed off her classical training rather than any powers of observation, do not feature here.\(^9\) A sample of Norman narrative sources does reveal significant variations in the ways the authors presented bodily attributes, gestures and symbolism. I shall outline some of these and explore reasons for the differences.\(^10\) The main works cited, in rough order of composition, are Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s *History of the Normans*, written between 996 and 1020; the *Gesta Normannorum Ducum* compiled by various authors between the 1050s and 1130s; the *Gesta Guillelmi* of William of Poitiers, dating to the 1070s; Amatus of Montecassino’s *History*, of around 1080; William of Apulia’s *Deeds of Robert Guiscard*, composed between 1096 and 1099; Geoffrey Malaterra’s *Deeds of Count Roger*, Orderic Vitalis’s *Ecclesiastical History*, written 1114–1141; William of
Malmesbury’s *Gesta Regum Anglorum*, completed in 1125; and the History of Roger II of Alexander of Telese (1130s). 

Studies of the medieval body have tended to focus almost entirely on the body as sign, defined and determined (and dissolved) by language, rather than as a living, fleshly entity. The medieval dichotomy between body and soul, and the emphasis on the care of the latter, has further determined how many medievalists have approached the body in history, focusing on writers’ accounts of spiritual growth, particularly that of women. Norman male aristocratic bodies, by contrast, were active, martial, the very epitome of physicality. Norman public rituals, too, were based on bodily contact: the very act of feudal commendation involved the ritual enclosing and submission of one body (or at least, its hands) within and to another. And Norman accounts of reconciliation also feature visible, public bodily rituals such as kneeling or prostration and kissing to signal that peace was restored. As Timothy Reuter pointed out some years ago, the latter rituals were highly visible pieces of political theatre. Bodily gestures and poses are frequently included in moments of lord–lord or lord–subordinate interactions. Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s *History of the Normans*, our earliest text, is full of such gestures: face-to-face kisses, kissing of feet, enfolding of hands. Those unfamiliar with such rituals might accidentally or deliberately get them ‘wrong’, as in William of Malmesbury’s tale of the Norman Rollo’s submission to Charles the Simple - instead of prostrating himself to kiss the king’s foot, Rollo simply grabbed it and brought it up to his mouth. Dudo, from whom William may have got the bare bones of his tale, tells the story rather differently, saying that Rollo ordered one of his own men to perform the act, and that the lifting of the king’s foot to the man’s mouth ‘laid the king flat on his back’. The physicality of the Normans, and the weak position of the
French king, could hardly be more plainly expressed! Physical bodies matter then, and their appearance, actions and how they are reported and interpreted all go to make up elements of Norman political life that reward closer attention.

There are several historiographical traditions that need to be taken into account when thinking about Norman political bodies. Firstly, it has long been argued that royal bodies, Norman or otherwise, carried with them a specific, special quality that set them apart from those they ruled over, whether it was a quality of light and eminence, the ability to heal through touch, or the corporeal representation of rulership approved by God. The aura might persist even after death. A damaged or mutilated royal body, by contrast, lost those qualities. How far do Norman texts utilise these images of kingship to describe Norman dukes and kings? Secondly, it has been suggested that the twelfth-century turn toward affective piety, in particular the rise of the cult of Christ’s body and blood, led to a heightened consciousness of bodily symbolism, played out in extended commentaries on specifics of bodily appearance, the association of bodily signs with specific character defects and the rise of bodily mortification as an empathetic act. The idea of society as a body gave rise to considerable use of medical metaphors expressing the ‘healing’ of the individual and body politic through execution (representing excision) and/or punishment (representing treatment). Did Norman texts exhibit any of these uses of actual or metaphorical bodies in their account of Norman politics? Finally, and linked with this, it has been argued that Norman rulers such as William the Conqueror in England oversaw a change in judicial practice, substituting bodily mutilations for the death penalty. William of Poitiers praises William’s ‘restraint [continentia]’ and ‘humanity [humanitatem]’ in this respect, but some older historiography struggled with the idea that this change represented a ‘merciful’
version of royal justice. But does this association of Normans with mutilation (and by association its diffusion through Europe and the Holy Land) hold up under scrutiny, and how does it fit into a wider frame of Norman attitudes toward the whole and incomplete body?

Royal and rulers’ bodies

In his study of Norman mutilation, Klaus Van Eickels suggests that the Normans’ Scandinavian origins gave them a very specific concept of male honour and masculinity, linked to ‘bodily integrity, sexual dominance and political power’. This emphasis, he continues, rendered the Norman aristocratic male uniquely vulnerable - mutilation of any kind took away his social, as well as physical, manhood. How did such ideas play out in texts about Norman leaders? And should we make a distinction here between Norman dukes and Norman kings?

In fact, Norman writers are somewhat ambivalent about attributing special qualities to their leaders. Whilst employing panegyric passages, some of which we shall explore in the next section, our authors tend to limit themselves to assertions that the success of the Normans as a group was due to God’s will, rather than setting up their leaders with any theocratic or special status. The exceptions were Duke William I of Normandy (d. 942), whose death at the hands of assassins elevated him to quasi-martyrdom in the eyes of chroniclers, and the two leaders who subsequently became kings, William I of England (1035–87) and Roger II of Sicily (count 1112-30; king 1130-54). In both the latter cases, bodily metaphors are employed to suggest they were destined for much greater things. William of Malmesbury recounts a story of the Conqueror’s mother dreaming that her inward parts (intestina) were spread over England and Normandy, signifying his rule, whilst Alexander of Telese in his
prologue says that the future King Roger was ‘extracted by God from the vagina of Sicily’ (Deus...Rogerium de vagina provincie Sicilie extraxit). These were not the only examples of maternal imagery in Norman histories.

Yet the only ‘special’ king we find is in fact an Anglo-Saxon one: William of Malmesbury writes at length on Edward the Confessor. Having outlined the lives of saintly predecessors of the king, William then recounts how cures were effected by water that Edward had washed his hands in, and by Edward’s own touch. William is careful to point out, however, that the cures came from Edward’s saintliness, not his royal status: ‘which shows that some people in our own day are wasting their time, when they wrongly assert that the cure of this complaint proceeded not from personal sanctity but from hereditary value in royal blood’. The editors suggest that William was making a point at the expense of the French kings, whether contemporaries such as Philip I and Louis VI, or past kings such as Robert the Pious, whose healing activities would have been well-known. But the need to distance Norman kingship from French was also of course driven by the fact that the Conqueror could not claim a distinguished and lengthy bloodline in the mould of the Capetians or the Saxon kings - Norman kingship, therefore, had to be distinctive.

Was this also true of Sicily? Here, there was no pre-existing kingly status to step into, and Roger’s early difficulties in asserting his authority after 1130 perhaps point to this lack of precedent. Alexander of Telese’s lengthy encomium of the king makes no mention of his physical prowess or bodily appearance, preferring to record Roger’s qualities as a ruler and lord. This may reflect Alexander’s writing style: in fact the only physical description, in highly-generic terms, is that of Roger’s son-in-law Adam, ‘a man in the flower of youthful
beauty, affable and the bravest of soldiers’. The well-studied series of mosaic ruler-portraits in royal foundations in Sicily, however, hints at an understanding of the physical qualities of rule. They have been commented upon at length by art historians. But did such portraits, like their Byzantine prototypes, embody something more than simply a depiction of the donor of these rich buildings? Representations of the ruler in Byzantine culture, it has been argued, occupied a liminal place between holy icons and straightforward portraits - when a ruler was deposed, her/his face might be removed, but the bodily ‘frame’ of the representation was retained and reused, signifying the continuity of the imperial office.

Did the Sicilian mosaics fulfill a similar function? It is after all striking that we have no ruler portraits of William I ‘the Bad’ of Sicily, despite his rule of twelve years between two major patrons of such works.

Despite their apparent indifference to contemporary ideals and ideas of royal bodies in neighbouring lands, Norman authors do seem to have had some sense that a leader’s body should remain inviolate. William of Malmesbury is at pains to emphasise that ‘not a drop of William [the Conqueror]’s blood’ was spilt at Hastings, despite coming under a hail of missiles (ut nichil sanguinis ex eius corpore hostis hauriret, quamquam illum tot iaculis impeteret). When a knight hacked at the prostrate King Harold, however, William censured him for a dastardly and shameful act (rem ignavam et pudendam). This seems to reflect the earlier account of Harold’s death in William of Poitiers - the king’s body, he says, ‘was recognised by certain marks, not by his face (quibusdam signis, nequaquam facie, recognitus est)’, suggesting either that the famous arrow had done more damage than simply land in Harold’s eye, or possibly that he had indeed been mutilated in death. The mutilation of Harold’s face (and by implication a misrecognition of his corpse) offered the opportunity for
Gerald of Wales to speculate that the king actually survived Hastings and died in refuge on the Welsh border, 'wounded in many places, losing his left eye through an arrow which penetrated it but, although beaten, he escaped to these parts'.

Mutilation or injury of any kind (except death) was clearly a sensitive topic. Whilst Orderic Vitalis reports the death of William Rufus, and is happy to report political blindings in the Byzantine empire (erroneously, as it turns out), his account of Norman kings in battle emphasises near-misses: a knight standing beside William Rufus is reported killed by a stone at the siege of Mayet, and Henry I was protected from another stone by his brazen helmet, and from a sword thrust by his armour.

Yet not all Norman leaders were invulnerable supermen. Amatus of Montecassino reports a stone hitting Robert Guiscard when he besieged the citadel of Salerno, so hard that ‘it seemed he would die from it... [but] through the grace of God the duke soon recovered’. William of Apulia, too, reports this injury, and although he downplays the severity of the wound, he also attributes its healing to God’s help. The key to understanding this injury report, and another about Robert’s son Roger, seems to be that they occur prior to victories, emphasising the toughness of the Norman commanders. Robert’s injury happens before the fall of Salerno; a later wound to Roger’s arm precedes a victory at sea against the Byzantines and Venetians. Norman leaders, then, can be injured but only if they survive and overcome their opponents. By contrast, William recounts that the Byzantine Emperor Romanos was captured by the ‘Persians’ after he was wounded by an arrow in an unprotected (and unspecified) limb, and that the rebel Abelard was incapacitated by a lance wound to the chest. To summarise then, Norman texts do not appear to attribute special
'ruling' qualities to the bodies of Norman leaders - even if masculinity resided in bodily strength and integrity. The right to lead was won through actions, not blood.

**Bodies as Texts/Signs**

Good looks, however, do feature as a means of indicating good character. Dudo and his successors, and Amatus of Montecassino, use this device extensively, whilst others like Alexander are less fulsome. Dudo’s history is full of good-looking Norman leaders: Rollo is ‘very fair of body’, and Richard I, whom Dudo claimed as a patron of his work and whose son, Richard II, he served as Chancellor, is repeatedly described in glowing terms.\(^41\) The *GND* follows the same model, describing Rollo’s son William as ‘a tall man with a handsome face and sparkling eyes (*statura procerus, vultu decorus, micantibus oculis)*.\(^42\) In Amatus the same panegyric style is evident: William son of Tancred of Hauteville, chosen by the Normans as their leader in the early 1040s, was ‘handsome, young and of noble stock’, whilst Ascleltin, successor to his uncle Rainulf as count of Aversa, was ‘an elegant youth...very worthy on account of his prowess and beauty’ as well as his intelligence and good manners. Ascleltin’s son Richard, too, is described as ‘a fine figure of a man and a lord of good stature. He was a young man with an open countenance and strikingly handsome’.\(^43\)

It is interesting to note, however, that Amatus describes Robert Guiscard only in terms of his character, whilst it is Sichelgaita, his second wife, who is described as ‘beautiful in body’. Amatus continues, ‘Therefore it was quite proper for a single body to be made of these two, who were equal in virtue’.\(^44\) This is getting quite close to the imagery of the uniting of two nations by this marriage, where physical bodies signified much wider connections.
Dudo and Amatus use positive descriptions to enhance their heroes, and Burgwinkle has commented that many passages were ‘conventionalized flattery’ driven by the fact that the authors were ‘directly implicated in courtly politics’, but not all ruler-portraits were so idealised, nor was superior physique everything. William of Apulia uses bodies in amusing and surprising ways. The Germans in Pope Leo IX’s army, he says, were ‘notable for their long hair, good looks and height (quia caesaries et forma decoros fecerat egregie proceri corporis illos)’, and thus they mocked the rather shorter Normans. This allows him, some lines later, to portray Robert Guiscard cutting off their heads, ‘proving that bravery is not the prerogative of the tall, but the prize can go to the smaller man (virtutisque docet palmam non affore tantum corporibus magnis, qua saepe minora redundant)’.

Norman authors could present leaders’ bodies in distinctly negative ways as well. The GND admits that Rollo/Robert’s body at the end of his life was ‘physically broken by hardship and battle on which he spent all the strength of his youth (fractus iam viribus, laboribus et preliis in quibus omne iuventutis robur consumpserat)’. William of Apulia’s account of Sichelgaita’s attempts to retrieve Robert Guiscard’s body after his death on campaign - the corpse falling into the sea whilst being transferred back from Corfu and starting to smell, thus requiring evisceration and embalming before being buried in two separate locations - seems deliberately designed to distinguish this ducal body from those of saints, and we might contrast this account with Dudo’s of Richard I in his tomb, whose body was found to be uncorrupted and giving off a sweet odour ‘sweeter than the fragrance of turpentine and balsam’. In both these cases, of course, the bodies were dead, but how do we explain William of Malmesbury’s unflattering comment that William the Conqueror’s corpulence ‘gave him an unshapely and unkingly figure (quamquam obesitas ventris nimis protensa
corpus regium deformaret’, a comment that was rivalled only by his description of his son, William Rufus, as ‘inclined to be pot-bellied (ventre paulo proiectore)? This later portrayal contrasts with William of Poitiers’ earlier emphasis on the duke’s physical strength, carrying on his own shoulders one of his supporters and two hauberks! Clearly William was a big man, but maybe temporal distance from his subject allowed Malmesbury to elaborate on how big in his descriptions - perhaps even reflect a reality that the earlier author did not dare mention?

Broken bodies

This brings me on to the question of imperfect and mutilated bodies. It is not difficult to find mutilated or otherwise humiliated bodies in Norman texts. Transgressors and rebels against Norman law and rule were executed or punished physically. Blinding occurs for open rebellion (as in the case of Bretons resisting William of Normandy or killing deer in the king’s forest. There has been an extensive historiography on transitions to Norman justice.

Klaus van Eickels’ recent consideration of castration and blinding in Normandy and Anglo-Norman England accepts unproblematically the report of William the Conqueror replacing execution in some cases with mutilations such as these. Edward Wheatley has drawn a contrast between blinding as a common punishment in France and Normandy, and its relative rarity in England. He notes the increase of blinding as a punishment in England after 1066, and attributes its introduction into southern Italy and Ireland to the Norman arrival there. A closer look, however, suggests that the connection between the arrival of the Normans and the introduction or increase of mutilation is misleading. Norman authors such as William of Malmesbury in fact preserve accounts of such mutilations prior to the
Conquest in both Normandy and England, and mutilation and blinding are also recorded in pre-Norman southern Italy. But the threat to mutilate was part of what Gerd Althoff has termed a ‘renaissance of royal anger’ in the twelfth century, and certainly the anger of the ruler could be deployed as an effective rhetorical tool. According to Stephen White, this reinvention was mirrored by an upsurge of clerical texts advocating restraint.

Yet the mutilation of another person in many Norman texts is presented as a sign of transgression rather than as a just punishment. Dudo’s one report of a threat of blinding is by an enraged King Louis against a knight rescuing Richard I of Normandy from the king’s custody, and Louis further threatens to ‘roast the knees’ of Osmund’s young protégé. Similarly, the most extreme mutilations in Orderic Vitalis are again perpetrated unjustly. In one account, William Talvas blinds and castrates William of Bellême for no good reason, in another a clerk who had been punished for an appalling crime in Norway by being blinded and having his hands and feet cut off, murders King David I of Scotland’s baby son using his false metal fingers. Whilst Orderic reports judicial mutilation relatively neutrally, its unauthorised use functions in his text as a measure of cruelty, as in his account of Robert of Bellême’s ferocious behaviour. William of Malmesbury repeats and develops the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’s account Cnut’s mutilation of hostages in 1014, also seen as an unwarranted act of cruelty. Finally, William of Poitiers presents the blinding and resulting death of the ætheling Alfred by Harold as a result of ‘wicked treachery’. The overwhelming message in these northern sources seems to be that mutilation is an extreme to which others resort.
Wheatley’s assertion regarding southern Italy is also incorrect. Blinding as a political tool was already known in the South, as evidenced by its use in Naples and Salerno in the ninth century and Amalfi in the eleventh, and seems to have owed its presence here to Byzantine, not Norman influence. Amatus includes a report of the blinding of Romanos IV in 1072 (as does William of Apulia, writing some fifteen years after Amatus), but otherwise, like Orderic, seems to attribute the practice of blinding and mutilation to the enemies of his hero, Robert Guiscard, or to tyrannical rule. Thus the assassins who kill Prince Guaimarius of Salerno ‘cried out “Death to him who seeks only to blind!” (soit occis cil qui ce veut cecare!).’ Indeed, almost all of the threatened or actual episodes of mutilation in Amatus are at the hands of Prince Gisulf II of Salerno, against an assortment of opponents including his uncle Guido, threatened with blinding, Abbot Guaiferius of Montecassino, threatened with the loss of his tongue, or the numerous acts of corporal mutilation described in Book VIII, carried out on prisoners held to ransom and designed to heighten the climax of the book, Gisulf’s confrontation with Robert. When Amatus reports Robert threatening to extract the prince’s teeth if he did not hand over a genuine tooth relic of St. Matthew, he justifies this by the numerous deceptions Gisulf has already perpetrated, and of course the threat is not carried out.

This brings us on to William of Apulia, whose poetic Deeds of Robert Guiscard offers a rather different view of the Normans in southern Italy, and may partly explain their association with mutilation. For in his account it is indeed members of Robert’s family who do the mutilating. Before considering these episodes, however, we need to bear in mind that William’s poem represents an early example of the epic genre. Rather like the Song of Roland, written down some decades later but long circulated orally, William’s text contains
graphic and stylised violence - bodies split down the middle vertically, or sliced with their horses - and extended similes, comparing the intensity of fighting to that of two wild boars. And, rather like Roland, the justification for mutilating and killing comes from the need to avenge disloyalty, as in Count Humphrey’s punishment of his brother Drogo’s murderers, or the blinding and castration of the rebel Gradilon. Roger Borsa’s punishment of the rebellious citizens of Troia, including mutilation of limbs and faces, is however compared to the unusual fury of a trapped tigress (insolitum furorem): whilst Roger’s actions are explicable, William is clearly uncomfortable with their ferocity.

There is something of a contrast between William’s depictions of Norman violence and those in the account of his contemporary Geoffrey Malaterra. Although Geoffrey relates many of the same incidents (for example, Humphrey’s revenge for Drogo’s murder; the punishment of Troia), he does not go into the same levels of rhetorical detail, and he mentions Gisulf’s brutality to his prisoners only in passing. Rebellious and treacherous bodies are, nevertheless, still mutilated: the shocking story of the impaling of a traitor’s wife in Gerace, however, is put down to ‘the extraordinary fury of the ignorant mob (cum tanta impietate a suis civibus...cum tanto furore)’, whilst Duke Robert and Count Roger’s blinding of Walter, castellan of Guillimaco, is explained as a measure to prevent him causing their brother any further trouble on his release from prison (ne si, oculos habens in posterum, a captione quando liberaretur, fratri iterum molestus fieret). And whilst Count Roger forgives his rebellious son Jordan, the latter’s twelve accomplices are rounded up and blinded as a warning as to his future behaviour.
Alexander of Telese emphasises King Roger’s just and restrained rule and, like Orderic, reserves stories of mutilation as a means of measuring the ill-will and pride of the king’s enemies. For example, Richard, brother of Roger’s estranged brother-in-law Count Rainulf, is reported to have greeted news of Roger’s successes by removing the nose and eyes of the messenger. Alexander attributes this behaviour to Richard’s ‘fury’ (furore) and loss of reason (demens). That is not to say that Roger rejected such punishments: adulteresses in the laws of Ariano were threatened with nose-slitting, ‘which [punishment] has been most sternly and cruelly introduced’.71

The potential for injustice in a moment of irrational anger, therefore, underpins many of our Norman mutilation texts, and offered the opportunity for writers of hagiography to develop the theme further. William of Malmesbury himself explored the problem in his Vita Wulfstani in his lengthy account of the cure of Thomas of Elderfield, wrongly blinded and castrated.72 Key to William’s account is injustice - Thomas loses a judicial duel engineered by one George, and is blinded and castrated by the victor and his associates. Whilst judicial duels might well pit accuser and defendant up against each other (as in the case of Geoffrey Baynard against Count William of Eu),73 the extremity of outcome in Thomas’s case may explain why it made a good subject for a miracle story. The problem with this type of evidence is obvious. I would argue that it was the infrequency of use of mutilation in Norman society that led Norman authors to report episodes in detail when they did occur.

Conclusions

Bodies were highly visible in Norman society, used to signal status and scrutinised and reported upon. One of the most detailed examples comes in William of Poitiers’ record of
the end of William of Arques’ revolt against Duke William. He expounds at length on the bodily cost of the lengthy siege that ended in Arques’ surrender: 74

What a sad spectacle! What a wretched end! French knights... come out with the Normans as fast as their failing strength permits, hanging their heads as much from shame as from starvation; some clinging to starved mounts...most of them carrying their horse’s saddle on their bowed and weary backs, some staggering and barely keeping upright. It was equally pitiable to see in all its forms the sordid ruin of the lightly-armed troops as they came out.

William’s account, however, is packed with body politics: the losers in this battle were starved, their bodies incapable of fighting and, crucially, some of them were literally ‘saddled’, a reference perhaps to their submissive, ‘ridden’ position as losers in the rebellion. 75 William of Malmesbury elaborates further on the humiliation of saddle-bearing in his account of the reconciliation of Fulk of Anjou with his rebellious son Geoffrey. The latter was forced to carry a saddle on his back for several miles, then prostrated himself under the burden at his father’s feet to be kicked before being raised up. 76

In this chapter I have ranged across a number of ways of looking at Norman male bodies, from those of leaders, through the use of bodily metaphor to express Norman domination, and on to their association with cruelty and mutilation of enemies’ bodies. Despite the variations visible between authors, regions and time period (in part due to differences in genre of writing), the sheer activity and physicality of Norman bodies are clearly expressed. Meetings and reconciliations included specific bodily gestures; panegyrics might or might not include physical prowess - in fact there is a tendency to play down qualities of the flesh (which we might expect from clerical authors); and mutilations by Norman lords, where
they are reported, were presented within a very tight set of acceptable parameters - and more frequently they happen outside those boundaries, creating shock among contemporary reporters.

What, if anything, about this picture is particularly 'Norman'? It could be argued that all of our authors, male and clerical, are drawing not upon a Norman register of bodily standards but a broader palette of motifs deriving ultimately from Biblical exempla, particularly where excessive anger (furor) was concerned. Yet the Norman expansion across Europe arguably precipitated the wealth of narrative sources that sought to record, explain and in some cases justify the conquests. Military prowess could be expressed in physical terms, newly-subject people might be threatened with bodily violence as a means of control, and the sheer mobility of many Normans between different parts of Europe may have contributed to the appearance of introducing new corporal punishments when in fact such practices had already existed in the regions taken over. Attention to Norman bodily practices, then, would reward further research.
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